STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
HAMPSTEAD AREA WATER COMPANY, INC
DW 20-117
ASSENTED-TO MOTION TO REPLACE FILING
TO CORRECT FORMATTING AND EXHIBIT MISPLACEMENT ONLY
The Hampstead Area Water Company, Inc. (“HAWC” or the “Company”) pursuant to Puc
203.07 respectfully moves the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (the “Commission”),
with the assent of counsel for the Office of the Consumer Advocate (“OCA”) and Commission
Staff (“Staff”), to replace the Company’s original filing—namely the Petition for Approval of
Permanent Rates and Proposed Tariff Revisions, and Motion for Protective Order maintaining the
protective order for certain confidential information filed pursuant to R.S.A. 91-A:5(IV) and NH
Admin Rules, Puc 201.04(b) and (c), and Puc 203.08—with the attached electronic versions
because they contain updated formatting and bookmarking to improve searching capabilities, and
providing financial information containing the correct years of information required and in the
correct place.
In support of this motion, HAWC states as follows:
1.

On November 23, 2020 HAWC filed a rate case proceeding, both a “Confidential”
version and a “Redacted” version, and a motion to designate as confidential two
pages it deemed pursuant Puc 1604(b) to be confidential (the Initial Filing).

2.

At the prehearing conference held on February 10, 2021 for this matter counsel for
the OCA requested a copy of the Initial Filing be provided in a searchable PDF
format that was converted directly to PDF rather than converted by scan, and to

bookmark such pages (a Searchable Version). Counsel for Staff also requested a
Searchable Version copy. Chairwoman Martin directed the Parties to resolve the
issue in the technical session that immediately followed.
3.

On February 16, 2020 a draft Searchable Version copy was provided, in
“Confidential” form, to both counsel for the OCA and Staff to allow both to see the
information the Company was seeking to designate as confidential.

4.

At the continued technical session on February 17, 2020 OCA’s attorney
acknowledged the “Confidential” draft Searchable Version was as requested, and
further requested HAWC file both this Searchable Version and a “Redacted”
Searchable Version with the Commission. Counsel for Staff suggested the instant
motion to accomplish this goal.

5.

On February 24, 2020 OCA and Staff submitted data requests using the draft
Searchable Version and the intervenor Town of Atkinson submitted data requests
using the original filing.

6.

In preparing this Motion the Company discovered information in its original filing
was the incorrect year and in the incorrect place. Financial information for year
2017 was replaced with 2018 located in Tab 15 in the original filing. It was then
determined this financial information should be part of Tab 33 instead of Tab 15
which shortened Tab 15 by three pages and increased Tab 33 by four pages.
Finally, the draft Searchable Version provided to counsel inadvertently left out the
first page of Tab 43. The Searchable Versions attached to this motion correct this
all.

7.

If this motion is granted, it will not change any current deadlines or schedules
within this docket, and simply supplies the requested fully searchable and
bookmarked document that OCA’s and Staff’s respective attorneys requested.

8.

If this motion is granted, the Company agrees to resubmit to the discovery service
list a replacement set of all data request responses reflecting the Bates numbering
of this new filing to alleviate any potential confusion in the future.

9.

Both the OCA and Staff Attorney assent to the relief sought in this Motion.

WHEREFORE, The Hampstead Area Water Company, Inc., with the assent of counsel for the
OCA and Staff, respectfully requests the Commission grant this Assented-to Motion and allow the
Searchable Versions to become part of the docket.
Respectfully submitted,
THE HAMPSTEAD AREA WATER COMPANY, INC.

/s/ Anthony S. Augeri, Esquire
Anthony S. Augeri, Esq., General Counsel
Dated: March 10, 2021
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